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Standard audiometric data are often applied to predict how noise influences hearing. With regard to
auditory masking, critical ratios—obtained using tonal signals and flat-spectrum maskers—can be
combined with noise spectral density levels derived from 1/3-octave band levels to predict signal
amplitudes required for detection. However, the efficacy of this conventional model of masking
may vary based on features of the signal and noise in question. The ability of resource managers to
quantify masking from intermittent seismic noise is relevant due to widespread geophysical exploration. To address this, spotted and ringed seals with previously measured critical ratios were
trained to detect low-frequency tonal signals within seismic pulses recorded 1 and 30 km from an
operational air gun array. The conventional model of masking accurately predicted the extent of
masking only in certain cases. When noise amplitude varied significantly in time, the results suggested that detection was driven by higher signal-to-noise ratios within time windows shorter than
the full signal duration. This study evaluates when it is appropriate to use average noise levels and
critical ratios to predict auditory masking experienced by marine mammals, and suggests how
masking models can be improved by incorporating time-based analyses of signals and noise.
C 2017 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4976079]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Marine mammals rely on the efficient reception and
processing of sound to obtain information about their
underwater environment. Background noise can mask biologically meaningful signals, thereby interfering with an
individual’s ability to effectively orient and navigate, forage, communicate with conspecifics, or detect and avoid
predators (Erbe et al., 2016). While hearing can be limited
by both natural and anthropogenic noise, auditory masking
of sounds by anthropogenic sources is of particular concern
for marine mammals. Noise associated with human activities—including commercial shipping, military operations,
and oil and gas development—has increased in recent decades throughout many of the world’s oceans (e.g.,
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McDonald et al., 2006; Hildebrand, 2009). Given continued
expansion of noise-generating activities into marine environments, particularly into many previously undisturbed
Arctic regions, the ability to accurately predict masking
experienced by marine mammals is needed to inform effective management practices.
Critical ratios obtained using narrowband signals and
continuous, spectrally flattened (Gaussian) noise provide a
useful first approximation for understanding the effects of
noise on hearing. Critical ratios are conventionally measured
from subjects in the laboratory as the difference (in dB)
between the sound pressure level (SPL) of a just-audible tonal
signal and the spectral density level of a broadband, flatspectrum noise masker centered at the signal frequency
(Fletcher, 1940). Historically, critical ratio measurements
have been used to infer frequency-processing characteristics
of auditory systems. However, while they have been applied
to estimate the frequency bandwidths of auditory filters (i.e.,
critical bandwidths), this approach has been shown to be inaccurate in many cases (e.g., Fletcher, 1940; Southall et al.,
2003; Yost and Shofner, 2009). Although critical ratios apparently cannot be used to directly determine critical bandwidths,
they describe the frequency tuning of the auditory system and
its ability to detect sounds embedded within noise.
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In practice, critical ratios are often used to predict how
noise masks detection of biologically relevant sounds (see
Erbe et al., 2016). By adding the critical ratio at a particular
frequency to the noise spectral density level calculated from
the surrounding 1/3-octave band, one can estimate the lowest
detectable level of a tonal signal in a given noise environment. This approach—derived from the power spectrum
model of masking (Moore, 1993)—is referred to here as the
conventional model of masking. The model relies on the
assumptions that (1) the auditory periphery behaves as a
series of linear bandpass filters, with sound detection driven
by an energy detector at the output of a single auditory filter,
(2) each auditory filter has a functional bandwidth that is
approximately 1/3-octave wide, and (3) fine-scale spectral
and temporal variations in noise can be largely ignored. This
type of model has been applied to predict the degree of
masking experienced by animals in a range of natural and
anthropogenic noise conditions, with varying degrees of success (e.g., Erbe and Farmer, 2000; Erbe, 2002; Jensen et al.,
2009; Dooling et al., 2013; Cunningham et al., 2014).
In realistic listening scenarios, marine mammals often
encounter spectrally complex, time-varying noise sources that
deviate markedly from the continuous, flat-spectrum noise
used to measure critical ratios in the laboratory (Erbe et al.,
2016). For example, the acoustic features of seismic air gun
pulses and the complexity of their underwater propagation
make a description of masking effects difficult. Sounds
received from air gun operations associated with oil and gas
exploration vary dramatically (in both the frequency and the
time domains) depending on characteristics of the seismic
array, distance from the source, and a range of environmental
parameters (Greene and Richardson, 1988). Seismic air guns
are typically considered to be broadband, transient noise sources (Richardson et al., 1995), but at distances of tens to hundreds (and in some cases, thousands) of kilometers seismic
noise can influence ambient noise levels, even during the
intervals between pulses (Greene and Richardson, 1988;
Guerra et al., 2011; Nieukirk et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2015;
Nowacek et al., 2015). Despite awareness of the masking
potential of impulsive noise sources, it remains unclear how
masking probabilities should be estimated for animals
exposed to seismic air gun surveys.
In the present study, a novel experimental approach is
used to examine the influence of time-varying seismic noise
on hearing in marine mammals. This work expands upon
standard auditory masking research and is informed by
recent bioacoustic studies conducted with complex signals
and maskers (e.g., Branstetter et al., 2013; Dooling et al.,
2013; Cunningham et al., 2014). Specifically, we evaluate
how well the conventional model of masking predicts the
ability of trained Arctic seals to detect low-frequency sounds
in the temporally fluctuating noise background produced by
seismic surveys. As Arctic seals have acute hearing abilities
across a broad frequency range (Sills et al., 2014, 2015), this
study offers an assessment of auditory masking that is both
relevant to other impulsive sound sources and conservative
with respect to other marine mammal species whose mid- to
low-frequency hearing may not be as sensitive. The results
provide insight into the importance of signal timing within a
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (2), February 2017

dynamic noise background, as well as the validity of applying audiometric data to predict masking experienced by freeranging animals in complex acoustic environments.
II. METHODS

Using psychophysical methods, 1/3-octave band signalto-noise ratios (SNRs) required for detection were measured
for one spotted (Phoca largha) and one ringed seal (Pusa
hispida) trained to listen for low-frequency test signals presented at different intervals within a background of seismic
noise. The approach involved parsing the noise from a single
air gun pulse into discrete time intervals, with each interval
considered as a unique masker with different masking
potential. To capture the spectral and temporal differences
between air gun pulses received at various distances, testing
was conducted with maskers recorded both close to (1 km)
and far from (30 km) an operational air gun array. Measured
SNRs at threshold within the different time intervals of these
seismic maskers were compared with predictions based on
previously measured critical ratios for the same subjects
(using the conventional model of masking). Fine-scale time
window analyses were performed to examine the influence
of the temporally fluctuating composition of the noise on
detection of the low-frequency signal.
A. Subjects and testing environment

Behavioral audiometric testing using a go/no-go procedure took place with two trained subjects between March 2014
and November 2015. The subjects were one male spotted seal
identified as Tunu (NOA0006674) and one female ringed seal
identified as Nayak (NOA0006783). At the start of testing
both seals were 4 years old. The subjects had prior experience
participating in psychoacoustic experiments, including measurement of hearing thresholds and critical ratios in air and
under water (Sills et al., 2014, 2015). Neither seal had known
history of ear injury or exposure to ototoxic medication. Each
subject typically ran one session per day, five days per week.
The seals’ diets were established to maintain healthy body
weights and were not constrained for experimental purposes.
Testing took place at Long Marine Laboratory in Santa
Cruz, CA. The underwater testing enclosure was a circular,
partially in-ground pool 1.8 m deep and 7.6 m in diameter,
filled with natural seawater ranging from 11 to 18  C. The
experimental apparatus comprised a water-filled polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) frame with a mounted chin cup—referred to
as the listening station—that positioned each subject’s ears
precisely and reliably at 1 m depth, 0.75 m from the edge of
the pool, within a calibrated sound field. A small underwater
light was placed 40 cm in front of the station at eye level,
and was illuminated by the experimenter to define each 4-s
trial interval. The response target, which the subject could
press upon detection of a test signal, was a PVC plate located
20 cm to the left of the station. The listening station included
a switch that the seal was trained to depress with his nose to
initiate each test trial. This enabled the measurement of
response times, calculated as the time (in ms) between signal
onset and release of the switch as the subject moved to touch
the response target.
Sills et al.
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Experiments were conducted from a sound-isolated
room adjacent to the test enclosure. The experimenter had
visual access to the subject via an underwater surveillance
camera, but was out of sight of the seal and the trainer during
testing. The trainer—positioned on the deck of the test pool
and wearing a headset linked to the experimenter—cued the
subject to dive to the listening station at the start of each trial
and delivered primary (fish) reinforcement when instructed
to do so, but was blind to specific trial conditions.
B. Audiometric test signals and seismic masking
noise

Test signals were 500 ms linear frequency-modulated
upsweeps centered on 100 Hz, with 10% bandwidth
(95–105 Hz) and 5% linear rise and fall times (25 ms amplitude ramps). Signals were synthesized using MATLAB
(MathWorks, Natick, MA). The 100 Hz test frequency was
selected for two reasons: (1) this was the lowest frequency
for which absolute detection thresholds and critical ratio
data were available for both seals (Sills et al., 2014, 2015),
and (2) the maximum energy of the seismic noise maskers
was contained within the 100 Hz and 125 Hz 1/3-octave
bands.
Masking noise stimuli were generated from calibrated
recordings of a seismic air gun survey in the Chukchi Sea
(for details, see Patterson et al., 2007). This survey was conducted in relatively shallow water (40 m) using an operational three-string air gun array (24 Bolt air guns, 3147 in.3,
2000 psi). Representative 6-s samples containing single air
gun shots were selected at two known recording distances
from the array: 1 km away to exemplify the impulsive condition close to the source, and 30 km away to represent a
more distant condition with significant propagation effects.
While the recorded 1 km masker was spectrally broadband
and characterized by a rapid rise/fall time [Fig. 1(A)],
the recorded 30 km masker was considerably longer in duration and contained frequency-modulated downsweeps
[Fig. 1(B)], likely as a result of multipath propagation and
reverberation in shallow water (Urick, 1983; Guerra et al.,
2011). Pulse duration—defined as the time interval between
the arrival of 5% and 95% of the total energy in the pulse—
was 0.25 s for the 1 km exemplar and 0.98 s for the 30 km
exemplar. Over this duration, the broadband peak sound pressure level measured in the field was 190 dB re 1 lPa for the
1 km pulse, with an rms SPL of 181 dB re 1 lPa and a corresponding single-shot sound exposure level (SEL) of 175 dB
re 1 lPa2 s. For the 30 km pulse, a peak sound pressure level
of 154 dB re 1 lPa, a SPL of 142 dB re 1 lPa, and a singleshot SEL of 142 dB re 1 lPa2 s were measured in the field.
Each noise sample was saved as a 6-s .wav file, with the
onset (5% time) of the air gun pulse positioned 2 s into the
.wav file. During testing these files were projected to surround each 4-s trial interval, so that the start and end of the
noise fell 1 s before and 1 s after each test trial, and the onset
of the air gun pulse occurred 1 s into the trial. Each projected
masker had a 50 ms linear rise time, which did not affect the
rise time of the impulse itself. As demonstrated in Figs. 1(C)
and 1(D), the received noise stimuli measured in the
998
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reverberant environment of the testing enclosure retained the
dominant spectro-temporal features of the actual air gun
stimuli. Note, however, the greater deviation between projected and received stimuli evident in the waveforms of the
30 km air gun masker relative to those of the 1 km masker.
C. Generation and calibration of acoustic stimuli

The 100 Hz signals and masking noise were combined
at particular SNRs using Adobe Audition (Adobe Systems
Inc., San Jose, CA) to derive the final acoustic stimuli presented during testing. These SNRs were defined in terms of
the 100 Hz 1/3-octave band signal level relative to the
100 Hz 1/3-octave band noise level, measured over the full
(500 ms) signal duration. The 100 Hz signal could occur
within one of three 500 ms intervals during each 4-s trial: at
the onset of the projected air gun pulse (onset interval), one
second later (intermediate interval), or two seconds later
(terminal interval). To achieve the desired SNR, signal
amplitude was varied while masker amplitude remained constant. For the two different seismic maskers (1 and 30 km air
gun noise), a set of merged .wav files was created for each
signal interval (onset, intermediate, and terminal), with
SNRs spanning a range of at least 15 dB in 3 dB increments.
Outgoing stimuli were sent from a custom LabVIEW
virtual instrument (National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX)
through a National Instruments USB-6259 BNC M-series data
acquisition module (with update rate of 500 kHz), a TDT PA5
digital attenuator (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL),
and a Hafler P1000 power amplifier (Hafler Professional,
Tempe, AZ) prior to reaching the Naval Undersea Warfare
Center J-11 transducer (Newport, RI) that projected these stimuli into the test pool. The J-11 was suspended into the pool
from an overhead metal cable 5.3 m behind the subject, at a
depth of 1.6 m. Stimuli were received at the listening station
with a Reson TC4032 hydrophone (0.01–80 kHz, 62.5 dB;
Reson A/S, Slangerup, Denmark) and a Reson EC6073 input
module before being passed through a Roland Quad-Capture
USB 2.0 Audio Interface (sampling rate 192 kHz; Roland
Corporation US, Los Angeles, CA) to a battery-powered personal computer (PC) laptop. SpectraPlus software (Pioneer
Hill Software LLC, Poulsbo, WA) was used to visualize the
received spectrum and to measure the received SPL in the 1/3octave band encompassing 100 Hz.
The sound field surrounding the listening station was
mapped prior to testing to ensure minimal variability in
received stimuli. The two maskers and several merged test
stimuli (specifically, the .wav file with the highest SNR for
each signal interval) were projected and received at nine
positions in a 14  14 cm plane at the depth of the subject’s
ears. Additionally, the 100 Hz test signal was measured at 24
positions in a 14  14  14 cm grid surrounding the listening
station. In all cases, acceptable variability in received SPL
was considered to be þ/3 dB across the measured positions
in the 100 Hz 1/3-octave band.
To confirm that the masking noise received at the position of the subject’s head in the reverberant enclosure was
similar to the masking noise sent to the J-11 projector, the
relative 100 Hz 1/3-octave band levels of the projected
Sills et al.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Comparison of projected (recorded at sea) and received (recorded at the listening station) 1 and 30 km air gun maskers across the 4-s
trial duration. The left side of this figure portrays data for the 1 km air gun masker while the right side corresponds to the 30 km air gun masker. The top panels
show the normalized waveform and spectrogram for the original recordings obtained 1 km (A) and 30 km (B) from the operational air gun array. (C) and (D)
represent the same information for these stimuli when projected in the testing enclosure and received at the listening station. For the 1 km masker, the broadband peak-to-peak received sound pressure throughout testing was 161 dB re 1 lPa, peak sound pressure level was 155 dB re 1 lPa, and SPL was 134 dB re
1 lPa, with a corresponding SEL of 141 dB re 1 lPa2 s. For the 30 km masker, the broadband peak-to-peak received sound pressure throughout testing was
158 dB re 1 lPa, peak sound pressure level was 152 dB re 1 lPa, and SPL was 134 dB re 1 lPa, with 142 dB re 1 lPa2 s SEL. Spectrogram analysis settings
were as follows: sampling rate 44.1 kHz; Hann window; fast Fourier transform (FFT) size 2048 (filter bandwidth 31 Hz); overlap 90%. The bottom panels
depict the normalized 100 Hz 1/3-octave band level of the projected (dashed lines) versus received (solid lines) 1 km (E) and 30 km (F) maskers during each
test trial. Amplitude is normalized for each curve to the maximum measured 1/3-octave band level of that stimulus to allow for direct comparison of projected
and received maskers. These curves correspond to moving averages over 50 ms sliding windows with a step size of 10 ms. Also visible in (E) and (F) are
shaded gray regions representing the three intervals within each test trial during which a signal may be present (onset, intermediate, and terminal intervals).

and received maskers were compared. Sliding analysis windows (50 ms duration, 10 ms step size) were used to measure
the SPL of the noise across the entire 4-s trial duration
[Figs. 1(E) and 1(F); with shaded regions marking the onset,
intermediate, and terminal intervals of each masker]. The
projected and received maskers had similar temporal patterns in the relevant 100 Hz frequency band, with an average
difference between projected and received stimuli of 3 dB
for the 1 km masker and 4 dB for the 30 km masker.
Sound field calibration was conducted at the listening
station prior to each session, in the absence of the subject.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (2), February 2017

The masker used for testing was projected and received
using the hardware chain described in this section, and the
Hafler P1000 power amplifier was adjusted until the 100 Hz
1/3-octave band SPL was within 1 dB of target level (128 dB
re 1 lPa for the 1 km masker and 125 dB re 1 lPa for the
30 km masker) over the 6-s duration of the masker. This corresponded to average 100 Hz 1/3-octave band levels of 127,
91, and 86 dB re 1 lPa for the onset, intermediate, and terminal intervals of the 1 km masker, respectively, and levels of
124, 103, and 100 dB re 1 lPa for the onset, intermediate,
and terminal intervals of the 30 km masker, respectively.
Sills et al.
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These levels were chosen to ensure that the quietest portion
of the masking noise was louder than the median 50th percentile 1/3-octave band level of the ambient noise in the testing enclosure at 100 Hz (82 dB re 1 lPa). While the absolute
noise levels varied across the three testing intervals for each
of the two maskers, the use of SNRs allowed relative comparisons to be made across all conditions. Corresponding
broadband SPLs were calculated (Fig. 1); peak sound pressure level values were measured using SpectraPlus software
(as described above in this section), while the remaining values were measured using identical hardware and a custom
LabVIEW virtual instrument.
D. Psychoacoustic procedures

The task was a go/no-go behavioral procedure with single response audiometry (Cornsweet, 1962). Each trial began
once the subject had settled in the listening station and the
experimenter had illuminated the trial light, and subsequently ended either when the subject touched the response
target or when the 4-s trial interval was complete and the
light was extinguished.
Masking noise was presented on every trial at fixed
amplitude and, within a session, was always drawn from
the same recording distance (1 or 30 km). However, the target signal was only present on 50% of trials during a particular test session. A correct detection occurred on these
signal-present trials when the subject touched the response
target, while a correct rejection occurred on signal-absent
trials when the subject remained in the listening station for
the entire 4-s trial duration. Both correct trial types were
marked by a conditioned acoustic reinforcer (buzzer) triggered by the experimenter, followed by primary reinforcement (one piece of fish) given by the trainer at the water’s
surface. Alternatively, if the subject withheld a response on
a signal-present trial (miss) or reported a detection on a
signal-absent trial (false alarm), no reinforcement was provided and the subject was allowed to begin the next trial
after a brief period at the surface. The trial sequence for
each testing session was predetermined, and constrained in
a modified Gellerman series (Gellerman, 1933) such that
there were never more than four in a row of a given trial
type.
Following an initial training period with an adaptive
staircase procedure (Cornsweet, 1962) to eliminate practice
effects, detection thresholds for each masker/interval condition were measured using the method of constant stimuli
(Stebbins, 1970). Testing was completed for the 30 km distance before data collection began with the 1 km masker.
Each session included 40–60 trials, beginning with a warmup phase of about 10 trials with signals easily detected by
the subject, and finishing with a cool-down phase of 4–6
easily detectible trials to complete the session and ensure
stimulus control on the task. The majority of each session
occurred between these two phases and comprised the test
phase, during which the signal timing (interval) and the SNR
presented on each signal-present trial were determined pseudorandomly. The number of presentations of each timing/
SNR combination (encoded in the different .wav files) was
1000
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balanced over blocks of 30 signal-present trials, and was not
necessarily balanced during every testing session. Within the
onset, intermediate, and terminal signal intervals, there were
ultimately 5–6 possible SNRs that ranged from detectable to
undetectable. Sessions were run until there were at least ten
presentations of each of these SNRs within a given time
interval. Response bias was evaluated by monitoring false
alarm rates during the test phase of each session, with this
rate defined as the number of false alarms out of the total
number of signal-absent trials during the test phase of the
session. Usable sessions had test phase false alarm rates
>0% and <30%.
Hearing threshold was calculated for each interval using
probit analysis (Finney, 1971), and was defined as the SNR
in the 100 Hz 1/3-octave band (dB re 1 lPa) resulting in a
50% correct detection rate. This analysis involved fitting the
psychometric function to the proportion of correct detections
obtained for each SNR within a time interval; an inverse prediction was then used to determine threshold at the 50% correct detection level. The proportion of correct detections for
each interval was pooled across multiple testing sessions
(13–36) for each masker distance. Data were considered converged when the 95% confidence interval for the threshold
was <4 dB. Thresholds were measured for a total of six testing conditions for each subject, within the three signal intervals of the two different masker distances. This enabled an
experimental assessment of masking by seismic noise
received at different spatial and temporal intervals relative to
the impulsive source.
In addition to measuring detection thresholds, response
times were used as a secondary measure of auditory performance. Response times were automatically calculated in the
LabVIEW virtual instrument for all correct detections
throughout testing. Response latencies were pooled across
sessions within a testing condition (e.g., the 1 km onset interval) and were used to generate latency-intensity curves with
least-squares fits to a power function (Moody, 1970).
Reaction times at threshold were interpolated from this
function.
E. Threshold predictions

Prior to psychoacoustic testing, SNR at threshold was
predicted for each subject from previously measured critical
ratio data at 100 Hz using the conventional model of masking. The critical ratio data (Sills et al., 2014, 2015) had been
obtained with continuous, spectrally flattened maskers using
the same testing configuration and similar testing methodology as that applied in this seismic masking experiment.
Typically, to generate a masked threshold prediction in
terms of SPL (dB re 1 lPa), the critical ratio is added to the
masking noise spectral density level at the same frequency
(dB re 1 lPa2/Hz). This spectral density level can be approximated from the measured 1/3-octave band level by subtracting 10 log(B), where B is the 1/3-octave bandwidth. To
normalize across testing conditions and enable easier performance comparisons, 1/3-octave band SNRs required for
detection can be calculated by subtracting the 1/3-octave
band level of the noise from these predicted SPLs. This
Sills et al.

process is numerically equivalent to the method applied
here. To generate masked threshold predictions for this
experiment in terms of 100 Hz 1/3-octave band SNR, the
previously measured critical ratios were converted to 1/3octave band levels by subtracting 10 log(B) to account for
bandwidth. For all six testing conditions, the measured
100 Hz critical ratios of 12 dB (Tunu) and 14 dB (Nayak)
minus 10 log(B) yielded predicted SNRs at threshold of
1 dB and 0 dB for Tunu and Nayak, respectively.
To determine whether there was a difference between
the predicted SNR and the experimentally measured SNR,
the offset between the two values was calculated for each
testing condition as the measured SNR at threshold minus
the predicted SNR at threshold. These sensitivity offsets
provided a measure of masking release or masking increase
observed relative to that predicted by the conventional
model of masking. Negative offsets indicated greater sensitivity than predicted (masking release) and positive offsets
indicated poorer sensitivity than predicted (masking
increase).
F. Time window analysis of signals and noise

To characterize the time-varying nature of the masking
noise—and thus the SNR—across the entire trial and within
each signal interval, time window analysis was conducted on
recordings made at the listening station on three separate
testing days. This analysis aimed to describe dynamic noise
and SNR patterns and investigate whether temporal variation
influenced the predictive capability of the conventional
model of masking. Replicate recordings were made of the
two maskers, the 100 Hz test signals used to create each
merged .wav file, and the final testing stimuli.
For the merged testing files, 100 Hz 1/3-octave band
SNR was measured in the appropriate interval over sliding,
overlapping time windows ranging from 50 to 500 ms in
duration (in 50 ms increments). In each case, there was a
10 ms time increment between the start of adjacent windows.
For the individual signal and noise recordings, the same procedure was applied to measure SPL over these various

analysis windows. Signal and noise SPL data for the same
interval were then used to calculate SNRs. The SNRs computed directly from merged testing files were consistent with
those calculated after separately measuring the SPL of
received signals and maskers; given this, the measured SNRs
were averaged across all replicate recordings (n ¼ 7–10). A
50 ms time window was chosen to represent the noise alone
and to be the minimum SNR analysis length because this
duration should fall well below the temporal integration time
for seals at this frequency (Terhune, 1988; Holt et al., 2004;
Kastelein et al., 2010; Reichmuth et al., 2012).
The 100 Hz 1/3-octave band noise was also compared—
in terms of both the SPL range (q) and the SPL variance (r2)
measured for 50 ms analysis windows—to the offset between
measured and predicted SNRs at threshold within the same
interval. The aim of these comparisons was to determine
whether certain amplitude-based features of the noise correlated with the performance of the conventional model of
masking. Ordinary least squares regressions were calculated
to predict SNR offset (averaged across subjects) based on
SPL range or variance, and determine the strength of the
associated correlations.
III. RESULTS
A. Threshold performance

Measured SNRs at detection threshold are reported for
the spotted seal and the ringed seal across the six masker/
interval testing conditions (Table I). Predicted SNR at
threshold is also provided for each subject. SNR offsets are
shown for each testing condition as the difference between
measured and predicted SNRs. In the initial portion of the
pulse for both the 1 km and the 30 km masker (i.e., the onset
interval), measured detection capability was much better
than predicted for both subjects (average SNR offsets of
23 dB for 1 km and 9 dB for 30 km). In contrast, detection capability was well predicted overall (SNR offsets of
þ/2 dB) for the two subjects in the latter intervals of these
maskers. The only case in which the performance of the
two subjects diverged was for the female ringed seal

TABLE I. SNRs at threshold obtained for one spotted and one ringed seal using psychophysical methods. The SNRs required for 50% correct detection were
measured as the 100 Hz 1/3-octave band level of the signal relative to the 100 Hz 1/3-octave band level of the noise over the full duration of the signal
(500 ms). These measured SNRs are reported for each testing condition, along with predicted SNRs at threshold, offsets between measured and predicted levels, and interpolated reaction times at threshold. For both subjects, 95% confidence intervals were narrower than 4 dB in all cases. Predicted SNR at threshold
was constant for each subject across all six conditions, based on previously measured critical ratio data at 100 Hz (Sills et al., 2014, 2015) and a conventional
model of masking.
Tunu (spotted seal)

Testing condition
1 km

30 km

Onset
Intermediate
Terminal
Onset
Intermediate
Terminal

Nayak (ringed seal)

Predicted
SNR at
threshold
(dB)

Measured
SNR at
threshold
(dB)

SNR offset
(measured predicted,
dB)

Response
latency at
threshold
(ms)

Predicted
SNR
at threshold
(dB)

Measured
SNR at
threshold
(dB)

SNR offset
(measured predicted,
dB)

Response
latency at
threshold
(ms)

1
1
1
1
1
1

24
0
1
11
1
3

23
1
0
10
2
2

666
523
450
489
537
472

0
0
0
0
0
0

22
0
1
8
9
1

23
0
1
8
9
1

648
426
437
280
468
404
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listening for signals in the 30 km intermediate interval; her
sensitivity in this interval was worse than predicted (SNR
offset 9 dB).
Both subjects exhibited stable and similar response
bias throughout all testing conditions. Tunu’s false alarm
rate was 0.18 for each of the three 1 km conditions and
0.17 for each 30 km condition, while Nayak’s false alarm
rate was 0.17 for all six testing conditions. Both subjects
showed greater variability in measured thresholds than
in previous experiments with flat-spectrum maskers. The
average standard deviation (SD) for Tunu was 4.0 dB
(range 3.1–6.0) in this study, compared to 2.6 dB (range
1.8–3.4 dB) in the prior experiment (Sills et al., 2014).
Nayak’s average SD was 3.4 dB (range 2.5–4.7 dB) compared to 2.5 dB (range 1.7–3.6 dB) during previous testing
(Sills et al., 2015).
Interpolated response latencies at threshold are given
alongside the SNR values for each testing condition (Table I).
Response times were longest near threshold and typically
close to 500 ms—Tunu’s median response time at threshold
was 506 ms and Nayak’s was 432 ms—and varied based on
testing condition. While there was no clear overall pattern in
these data, latencies for both individuals in the 1 km onset
condition were notably longer (>600 ms at threshold) than for
the other five conditions tested.

B. Time window analysis of signals and noise

The upper panels of Figs. 2(A) and 2(B) show the relative 100 Hz 1/3-octave band amplitude of the received 1 km
and 30 km maskers, respectively, across the 4-s trial interval.
These noise curves—which correspond to moving averages
over 50 ms sliding, overlapping time windows—are the same
as those provided in Figs. 1(E) and 1(F). These curves reflect
the amplitude fluctuations of the noise across the entire trial
duration (a 54 dB range for the 1 km masker and a 46 dB
range for the 30 km masker). A notable feature is that noise
does not return to background (pre-impulse) levels by the end
of the 4-s trial in either case. Amplitude variation is most substantial in the onset interval of each masker; when comparing
across distances, the 1 km onset interval shows greater variation in amplitude over time than does the 30 km onset interval. Within a particular interval, SNR offset at threshold
could be predicted from the 100 Hz 1/3-octave band SPL
range (q) of the noise by the following formula, obtained via
linear regression (Fig. 3): SNR offset (dB) ¼ 0.70q  5.6,
R2 ¼ 0.82, p ¼ 0.013; similarly, offset could be predicted
from 1/3-octave band SPL variance (r2) by the formula: SNR
offset (dB) ¼ 0.12r2 þ 1.1, R2 ¼ 0.93, p ¼ 0.002. Received
noise SPLs for the onset, intermediate, and terminal intervals
are shown for non-overlapping analysis windows of 50, 250,

FIG. 2. (Color online) Overview of time window analysis with the 1 km masker (left panels) and 30 km masker (right panels). The upper panels show the normalized 100 Hz 1/3-octave band amplitude of the received 1 km (A) and 30 km (B) maskers across the 4-s trial duration. These received noise curves are the
same as those described and plotted in the bottom panels of Fig. 1. Additionally, within the three possible signal intervals (shaded gray regions) are plotted the
normalized noise levels when measured over non-overlapping analysis windows of 50, 250, and 500 ms. Horizontal lines within the shaded regions denote the
specific windows over which noise was measured in each case. The lower panels show—for the 1 km (C) and 30 km (D) air gun maskers—the 100 Hz 1/3octave band SNRs over the same three signal intervals, measured across overlapping time windows of 50, 250, and 500 ms (step size 10 ms). Each data point
is plotted in the center of the time window over which it was calculated (i.e., the data point for the window from 1000 to 1500 ms is plotted as a single point at
1250 ms). These SNRs correspond to received levels at threshold for the spotted seal subject, Tunu. When there are significant fluctuations in noise amplitude
over time (e.g., during the onset intervals), analysis duration strongly affects measured noise amplitude and SNR. Additional detail is provided in Fig. 4.
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Additional detail is provided for both maskers in Fig. 4,
with SNR at threshold shown in separate subplots for each
of the six testing conditions for analysis durations of
50–500 ms (in 50 ms increments). These plots represent how
the auditory scene is changing in time when the subject is at
sensory threshold. The horizontal dotted line visible on each
subplot marks Tunu’s predicted SNR at threshold based on
100 Hz critical ratio data (Sills et al., 2014). As can be seen
in Fig. 4, measured SNR crosses this line in all cases for a
subset of the analysis durations.
To complement the graphical representations of noise
variation over time, Table II presents the maximum 100 Hz
1/3-octave band SNR received at threshold (for Tunu) when
measured over analysis windows of 100–500 ms. Again, the
500 ms column represents the nominal SNR, measured over
the full duration of the signal interval. In the case of the 1
and 30 km onset intervals, in particular, there is considerable
variation in received SNR when measured over these successively longer time windows. Comparison of these values
against predicted SNR at threshold (1 dB) demonstrates
that the predicted level is exceeded in all testing conditions
for at least one measurement duration.
IV. DISCUSSION

FIG. 3. Ordinary least squares regression analyses calculated to predict SNR
offset at threshold from the 100 Hz 1/3-octave band SPL range (A) or SPL
variance (B) of the masking noise. For each of the six data points shown per
panel—corresponding to the six different testing conditions—the offset
between measured and predicted SNR at threshold was averaged for the two
test subjects. These offsets were compared to noise variation measured over
50 ms analysis windows within the corresponding signal intervals. The
resulting regression line in each case is shown along with its regression
equation, R2, and p-value. SNR offset at threshold could be predicted from
both the SPL range and the SPL variance, as shown here.

and 500 ms [horizontal bars in Figs. 2(A) and 2(B)]. These
different measurement windows greatly affect the measured
noise values, especially when the noise varies considerably
within a given interval.
The lower panels of Figs. 2(C) and 2(D) provide an
overview of time window analysis when applied to the testing files for 1 and 30 km, respectively. The plotted data
points reflect the variation in SNR across each time interval,
and demonstrate the variability in this measured SNR as a
result of analysis window duration (50–500 ms). Note that
the 500 ms SNR is the nominal SNR at threshold, as reported
for the seismic masking experiment (see Table I); this point
is shown in the center of each 500 ms (shaded) interval.
Specifically, these plots show a snapshot of SNRs at threshold for the spotted seal subject, Tunu, across the three signal
intervals, measured over durations of 50, 250, and 500 ms.
However, SNR patterns over time are identical for both subjects, and any differences in Nayak’s thresholds would be
reflected simply as a shift in these data points on the y axis.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (2), February 2017

This study evaluated how impulsive noise from seismic
air guns can limit the detection of low-frequency sounds by
ice-living seals, and how well standard audiometric data can
predict the extent of masking that these seals experience in
more realistic exposure scenarios. To incorporate the influence of propagation on the spectral and temporal characteristics of the received noise, we quantified the masking of
acoustic signals at different time intervals within seismic
noise that would be received by seals relatively close to and
far from an operational air gun array. Results demonstrate
that, even in complex masking scenarios, a conventional
model of masking can be sufficient to predict hearing in certain noise conditions. This more simplistic approach works
surprisingly well when considering the reverberant portion
of the received air gun noise. Only when the noise background fluctuates more rapidly—closer to the onset of the air
gun pulse—do predictions based on critical ratios consistently diverge from observed threshold performance. The
application of time window analyses to explain this finding
demonstrates the importance of fine-scale temporal structure
when considering signal detection against time-varying
noise.
To our knowledge, this type of masking assessment has
not been previously conducted. The general results provide a
new analytical framework for quantifying the proportion of
time that masking may occur for marine mammals exposed
to impulsive sounds at varying distances from seismic air
gun arrays.
A. Detection of low-frequency signals embedded
within seismic noise

The auditory performance of the subjects in this experiment demonstrates that—in cases when sensitivity offsets
from predicted are large—the conventional model of
Sills et al.
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FIG. 4. 100 Hz 1/3-octave band SNRs measured across each signal interval at threshold for the spotted seal Tunu. The upper three subplots show (from left to
right) SNR data for the onset, intermediate, and terminal intervals, respectively, of the 1 km masker. The lower three subplots show the same for the 30 km
masker. SNRs are plotted in each case for durations ranging from 50 to 500 ms, in 50 ms increments. These SNRs were calculated for overlapping time windows with a 10 ms step size. Also shown is a horizontal dotted line at the level of Tunu’s predicted 1/3-octave band SNR at threshold (1 dB), based on critical
ratio data obtained previously for the same subject (Sills et al., 2014) and the conventional model of masking.

masking overestimates the extent of masking. Stated differently, while masking effects are predictable in the reverberant portion of impulsive air gun noise, some form of
masking release confounds conventional masking predictions closer to noise onset. However, it is important to note
that this paradigm only considers the reliable detection of a
target signal, and that signal discrimination, recognition, and
effective communication are also necessary for meaningful
information transfer. In the same noise conditions, these perceptual metrics require progressively higher signal amplitudes than that needed for signal detection alone (Lohr et al.,
2003; Franklin et al., 2006; Dooling et al., 2009a; Dooling
et al., 2009b; Dooling and Blumenrath, 2014). This must be
considered when using masking models to estimate the
masking potential of anthropogenic noise.

The results of this study represent the abilities of welltrained animal subjects. Both seals were experienced listeners (Sills et al., 2014, 2015; Reichmuth et al., 2016) and
participated in several months of preparation for this task;
their performance improved significantly between the initial
training sessions and the start of data collection. When
assessing masking with wild seals attempting to receive and
process relevant sounds in the marine environment, it is
important to consider that (1) they likely require higher
SNRs to support functional hearing than those measured at
the 50% detection level, and (2) based on prior experience,
individuals may have varying degrees of practice ignoring
particular noise sources and focusing on specific target signals, which will affect their ability to discern relevant signals
from background noise. When extending these laboratory

TABLE II. Maximum received 100 Hz 1/3-octave band SNRs at threshold for the spotted seal Tunu. The maximum SNR for each of the six testing conditions
is reported for measurement windows ranging from 100 to 500 ms. These values can be compared to Tunu’s predicted SNR at threshold of 1 dB re 1 lPa in
the 100 Hz 1/3-octave band. This predicted level is met or exceeded in all cases over shorter analysis windows, even when the maximum SNR measured over
the entire signal duration (500 ms) is well below that predicted for detection. See Fig. 4 for additional detail and a visual representation of these results.
Maximum 100 Hz 1/3-octave band SNR at threshold, measured over different window durations (dB re 1 lPa)
Testing condition
1 km

30 km
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Onset
Intermediate
Terminal
Onset
Intermediate
Terminal

100 ms

200 ms

300 ms

400 ms

500 ms

5
2
2
5
2
7

3
1
2
4
4
4

8
0
1
3
3
2

19
0
0
5
3
0

24
0
1
11
1
3
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results to wild populations, it must be recognized that
within- and between-individual variability may be greater
for real-world sounds than for the simpler, controlled test
stimuli often used in audiometric testing. This assertion is
supported by the higher SDs reported for this experiment,
relative to those obtained for the same seals in audiometric
studies using flat-spectrum noise maskers. Finally, the variable expression of seismic noise in the real world—the result
of factors including distance from the noise source, water
depth and other environmental parameters, and precise timing and character—could reduce signal detectability relative
to what was demonstrated here using predictable masking
noise from trial to trial. It is important to note that only two
recorded maskers were used in this experiment, rather than
multiple exemplars at each source-receiver distance.
Therefore, we cannot be certain that some unknown, idiosyncratic masker feature did not influence the observed temporal patterns in measured thresholds.
When considering possible explanations for the reduced
predictive ability of the conventional model of masking in
the initial (onset) intervals of the seismic noise, response
times may provide a clue. In particular, the relatively long
latencies measured for signals in the onset interval of the
1 km masker indicate that, at threshold, the subjects took longer than expected to perceive the target stimulus. Similar
results (not reported here) were obtained for the seals at
supra-threshold levels (20 dB sensation level, or 20 dB above
threshold), with markedly longer response times observed in
the 1 km onset interval than in the other five test conditions.
Since response time can be considered a proxy for perceptual
loudness (Moody, 1970), latencies at a particular sensation
level should be consistent across conditions. It is possible
that, in this case, the subjects may have experienced complete masking during the impulse, for the first 200 ms, and
then perceived the signal only during the latter portion of the
interval, resulting in longer measured reaction times.
Combined with the large SNR offsets for this condition—
with both subjects demonstrating much greater sensitivity
than predicted—this result suggests that predictions based
on average signal and noise levels over the 500 ms duration
of the signal may sometimes be misleading. SNRs calculated
across different time windows within a given signal interval
may reveal that the relevant listening period is sometimes
shorter than the full signal duration; when this is the case,
fine-scale temporal analyses may yield improvements in the
predictive capability of conventional masking models.
B. Insights provided by time window analysis

Studies examining human auditory perception have used
“glimpsing” models to explain how human listeners are able
to understand brief snippets of speech in noisy backgrounds
(e.g., Miller and Licklider, 1950; Howard-Jones and Rosen,
1993; Buss et al., 2003; Assmann and Summerfield, 2004;
Holt and Carney, 2005; Cooke, 2006). These models are
based on the auditory system’s ability to process multiple,
brief “looks” at the target signal within fluctuating noise
(Viemeister and Wakefield, 1991; Erbe, 2008). The response
time data for this seismic masking experiment suggest that,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141 (2), February 2017

similarly, the spotted and ringed seal subjects may have
attended to certain portions of the target signal while other
portions remained masked. In essence, within-valley or “dip”
listening (Buus, 1985) could have allowed detection of the
signal within the quieter portions of the amplitudemodulated masking noise. This likely occurred in the onset
interval of the pulses when the masker amplitude varied considerably over the duration of the 500 ms signal.
The results of time window analysis suggest that the
fluctuating noise background produced by the air gun
maskers enabled the subjects in this experiment to detect
the target signal even when conventional (longer-term)
SNR averages indicated that detection was improbable.
Examination of SNR at threshold over windows of different
duration (as illustrated by Fig. 4) revealed that the predicted
threshold was exceeded in each condition over a subset of
the analysis windows used. For the onset intervals of both
masker distances—which exhibited considerable variation
in 100 Hz 1/3-octave band SPL—the large SNR offsets
observed could be reconciled with the predictions of the conventional model of masking simply by measuring SNR over
shorter time windows (<200–300 ms). Glimpses of the signal afforded to the subjects due to brief variations in noise
amplitude were apparently sufficient to allow signal detection. These results are consistent with a dip-listening hypothesis, with detection driven by variations in local rather than
overall SNR. In contrast, for the intermediate and terminal
intervals of the seismic maskers, the comparatively minimal
temporal variability in the noise is reflected in SNR measurements that are less dependent on the particular analysis window used. This observation corresponds well with the
improved predictive performance of the conventional model
of masking in these intervals, relative to the onset interval of
the noise. When there is less variation in noise—and thus
SNR—over time, longer-term amplitude averages yield reasonable predictions of masking.
Time window analysis performed with these seismic
noise stimuli addressed the methodological question: when
are standard, average noise measurements effective predictors and when are they not? Clearly, amplitudes averaged
over the entire signal are simplest and most useful for predicting the detectability of signals embedded within less variable noise (i.e., during the reverberant portion of an air gun
impulse). When noise variation is significant within the time
domain, a shorter analysis window can improve predictive
ability. The relevant temporal window for detection likely
depends upon the particular features of the noise in question,
as well as on the temporal processing capabilities of the
receiver. However, it is notable that regression analyses
identified two amplitude-based measures of noise variation
(1/3-octave band SPL range and variance) that were correlated with the offset between measured and predicted SNRs
at threshold: increased amplitude variation in noise within
an interval consistently led to increased offset between measured and predicted threshold values, even when temporal
processing was not taken into account.
While time window analysis focused on amplitude variation in the two maskers within the 1/3-octave band containing the target signal, several other factors may have further
Sills et al.
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influenced signal detection. These include the shape and
bandwidth of auditory filters, the potential effect of acrosschannel mechanisms (e.g., comodulation masking release),
the role of frequency modulation in the maskers, the relevance of different measurement metrics (e.g., peak sound
pressure level or SEL versus SPL values), and a more
detailed consideration of temporal processing capabilities.
The accuracy of hearing predictions may be improved by
including such factors into masking models (Erbe et al.,
2016), but starting with consideration of the time windows
over which SNRs are determined will be of immediate benefit for impulsive noise sources.
C. Estimating seismic masking in realistic listening
scenarios

The conventional model of masking, informed by the
results of this study, can be effectively applied to many realistic scenarios of signal detection in the presence of noise.
The seismic noise values used in the following example are
based on the 1 and 30 km exemplars from this experiment,
combined with data reported in Patterson et al. (2007),
and adjusted for ambient noise (measured 1 s before the
impulse in each case). Note that this simplified analysis
assumes that spotted seal vocalizations are the same duration
as the test signals in this study (500 ms).
Consider a spotted seal vocalizing in relatively shallow
water in the Chukchi Sea. The 100 Hz 1/3-octave band SPL
of his vocalization is 130 dB re 1 lPa at 1 m (Sills and
Reichmuth, 2015). In sea state 4 conditions, we can assume
that the 100 Hz spectral density level of ambient noise is
60 dB re 1 lPa2/Hz, which falls more than a critical ratio
below the hearing threshold of spotted seals at this frequency
(hearing threshold 89 dB re 1 lPa, critical ratio 12 dB for the
spotted seal Tunu; Sills et al., 2014). Therefore, if detection
is based simply on sensory threshold in this case, and we
assume that idealized spreading1 (15 log R) occurs in the
shallow water environment, a second spotted seal should theoretically be able to detect the vocalizing individual at a distance of 541 m. However, if these seals were located 1 km
from an operational air gun array, 100 Hz received noise
spectral density levels would be approximately 155, 117,
and 107 dB re 1 lPa2/Hz for seismic noise in the onset, intermediate, and terminal intervals of each impulse, respectively, as defined in this experiment. Adding Tunu’s critical
ratio at 100 Hz to these values, and then adjusting for the offset results reported in the seismic masking study (Table I),
received SPLs required for the detection of this vocalization
would be 144, 130, and 119 dB re 1 lPa for these three intervals, respectively. In this case, the call would be undetectable during the first two intervals for receivers farther than
1 m from the vocalizing individual, and detectable within
about 5 m if it was received 2 s or more after the pulse.
Alternatively, if these seals were 30 km from the same air
gun array, the 100 Hz received spectral density levels would
be approximately 119, 100, and 95 dB re 1 lPa2/Hz for noise
received in the onset, intermediate, and terminal intervals,
respectively. This would correspond to signal detection levels of 121, 114, and 105 dB re 1 lPa, suggesting that the
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detection range would be limited to 46 m or less for calls
received within 3 s of the pulse. During a typical seismic survey, pulses occur every 10–12 s over a period of weeks to
months (International Association of Oil and Gas Producers,
2011). Extending this analysis further in time would allow
an estimate of the total extent of masking between successive pulses, and a practical and dynamic sense of how seismic noise constrains hearing in seals.
There are several acknowledged caveats with this example. First, spotted seal underwater breeding vocalizations are
4 s in duration (Sills and Reichmuth, 2015), which would
presumably increase their detectability over the 500 ms call
considered in this example. However, the estimates provided
represent 50% detection levels, meaning that signal levels
required for certain detection, discrimination, recognition, or
effective communication would all be higher than those discussed here. Another relevant consideration is the relationship between air gun received levels and ambient
noise. Based on the particular air gun samples used in this
example, 100 Hz noise levels returned to ambient within
7 s of the pulse received at 1 km, and within 10 s of the
pulse received at 30 km. It is important to note that the time
at which air gun received levels fall below background noise
will vary greatly based on the source array, distance to the
receiver, environment, current ambient conditions, and other
factors, and in some cases there may not be a complete
return to background levels between pulses (Guerra et al.,
2011; Nieukirk et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2015; Nowacek
et al., 2015). In this example, ambient noise levels were
defined based on received levels 1 s before the impulse; if
reverberation consistently elevated noise levels between consecutive pulses, these values provide an overestimate of
ambient noise and a resulting underestimate of the extent of
masking caused by the impulse. Nonetheless, this simplified
example underscores the importance of considering detection probability for signals received at different times within
a temporally varying noise background, rather than using
typical methods to average noise levels. Although the corrections applied in this example were based on experimentally
measured offsets from predicted thresholds for this particular
noise source, corrections could be similarly derived for other
cases by assessing the fluctuating composition of the noise
relative to the target signal and considering SNR over different analysis durations. Furthermore, our data suggest that,
while the dominant portion of the air gun impulse (ⱗ300 ms
close to the source and <1 s at distances of 30 km) requires
such special consideration, a conventional masking model
can be reasonably applied to the remainder of the inter-pulse
interval without a correction factor.
V. CONCLUSIONS

When applying laboratory data from trained animals to
predict auditory masking in complex listening scenarios, one
must evaluate the many sources of variability inherent in natural environments and how they may cause deviation from
predicted values. Critical ratios alone cannot account for the
full range of temporal and spectral variation present in some
realistic scenarios and the resulting differences in masking
Sills et al.

potential. The empirical methods developed in this study
provide a way to consider masking from the perspective of
the listener—taking into account differences in the auditory
scene experienced by an animal as a result of distance from
the noise source and timing of the target signal relative to
the noise exposure. For noise sources that are relatively stable in time (e.g., wind noise, certain types of shipping noise,
reverberant noise in the inter-pulse intervals of seismic surveys)—at least when combined with tonal signals—a conventional model generates reasonable estimates of masking.
However, for maskers that vary significantly in time and
space (e.g., seismic air gun or pile-driving impulses), factoring physical distance and signal timing into masking models
can enable more accurate estimates of masking probability.
Furthermore, considering variation in SNR over analysis
windows shorter than the full signal duration can, in these
cases, provide insight into the time-varying soundscape that
the listener experiences. Quantifying these SNR “snapshots”
can yield improved masking predictions, even when using
simple models.
While the recorded seismic maskers in this study represent specific sounds that might be encountered by seals in
the Arctic, this experiment was conducted with simple
audiometric signals that fell entirely within a single critical
band. Future work using signals extending across multiple
auditory filters—and, ultimately, a representative signal like
a conspecific vocalization—would illuminate whether the
patterns observed in this simpler case apply in even more
realistic listening scenarios. Studies using increasingly complex stimuli would improve our understanding of masking in
the real world; however, additional research conducted with
simple, controlled stimuli is also needed. For example, an
experiment with a pure tone signal embedded within a
frequency-modulated down-sweep masker—reminiscent of
the propagation effects observed in distant air gun recordings—would help to characterize the impact of a frequencymodulated background, independent of amplitude modulation. Alternatively, the role of amplitude modulation could
be more thoroughly examined by using synthesized noise
with different modulation rates (e.g., Buss et al., 2009;
Velez and Bee, 2011) to determine how long of a glimpse
within fluctuating noise is required for signal detection.
Continued explorations of temporal processing in seals and
other marine mammals would also inform this type of work.
Progressive research to improve understanding of the mechanisms underlying masking will support more accurate predictions of zones of masking for marine mammals around
specific noise sources in their environment, including seismic air guns.
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The use of 15 log R here is a simplification, which ignores absorption (a
reasonable assumption given the frequencies and physical ranges considered here). Spherical spreading (20 log R) will likely occur near the vocalizing individual, followed by cylindrical spreading (10 log R) at further
distances. The true spreading loss will depend on local conditions between
the vocalizing individual and the listener.
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